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The zipper is sturdy and seems like it will go the distance. There is ample room for a large Bible with

tabs. I use it for my "Catholic Scripture Study International Holy Bible" printed by Saint Benedict

Press. I have plenty of room for my pen in the holder they provide and papers in the interior

flap/pocket. The mesh net pocket inside near the pen holder is tiny so it doesn't hold much.

However, the two outside pockets are roomy. Also it has two handles for easy carrying and lays

completely flat when I open my Bible. The whole case feels like a quilted fabric that won't stain

easily. It was just what I was looking for.

I purchased this cover along with the coordinating tote bag. It is beautiful and it fits my bible

perfectly. I love it so much I purchased one for my sister and two other friends.It is well made and I

love the inside half pocket and pen loop. The pocket on side is great for storing my sermon notes.

Highly recommend.

I have been using this case for my bible for almost a year now. I'm so happy with it. It fits my bible

perfectly and I have room to have a pen and notepad. The handles are doing great and I'm not

having any issues with the zipper. I would say that it was worth every penny that I spent on it. I

would buy another one if I needed to. I love the bible verse that is on the front. It also has pockets

on the outside to store notes/papers. I would recommend it to everyone.

I love this bible cover so much, very pleased with this purchase, fits my bible nicely with spare room

but not too much that it slides around or anything but where I can fit a small journal in with some

pens etc. and the pockets on the outside is where I store my hilighters. definitely a pretty bible cover

and seems pretty durable as well! Everything I have ordered from this seller has been what I

expected and more will definitely order from them again!

Perfect with my Bible. I liked this Bible cover because it is sturdy yet it looks feminine. The outside

pocket is great for a small notebook while on the inside I can put my highligher and pen. The

message on the outside is even better. I would highly recommend it to others looking for a new

Bible cover.

I love my Bible cover. The colors are very vibrant, and the handles make it very convenient to carry.

It looks even better than the picture. I sprayed it with scotch guard it to keep it from getting soiled.



I'm very happy with it.

Impressed with the quality. Pretty colors. Love the quilting on the pocket. One of my favorite verses

on it is a bonus. Sometimes we all need to "be still" in this crazy world. I would carry other books in it

as well.

I love this Bible case. I love the material; its soft and stays clean. Has inside storage and I can keep

pens, highliters, coughdrops and mints inside. I have both the Medium and Large size; with the

Large, I can also keep a nice size planner-type notepad.
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